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The Pink City as the capital of Rajasthan is called, boasts of some great hotels for tourist
accommodation. More on the Jaipur hotels is provided below. The Jaipur hotels accommodate
travelers on business tours or even pleasure trips. The Jaipur hotels are of many kinds for people
with various financial budgets. There are deluxe hotels, 5 star and 4 star hotels in Jaipur. Many of
the Jaipur hotels provide the customers with superb facilities at extremely reasonable costs. Hotel
Chakni Dhani has some innovative facilities. For party lovers this hotel has launched the first water
disco in the country which is quite a unique concept indeed. There are bars, snooker rooms and
laundry services here. This hotel is located far from the hustle and bustle of the busy city life. For
the customers there are thirty four executive huts and thirty one village huts. The number of suites in
all is seventy three.

The Jai Mahal Palace is a five star hotel. The location of this hotel is just one kilometer away from
the railway station. The airport is at a distance of fourteen kilometers away. This hotel is good to
stay if you have ample cash to spend. There is central air conditioning. There are as many as ninety
five double rooms and five executive suites. However there are only a couple of single rooms
available. The tourists can really chill out and enjoy themselves with puppet shows and folk dances
at this hotel. Health buffs and fashion freaks will not be disappointed as well. The hotel has a
jogging track and a beauty parlor too. For the workaholics there are conferencing facilities and
business centres. Parties can be held at the Banquet Hall.

Some of the economy class hotels include Arya Niwas, Jaipur Inn and Tordi Haveli. Basically all the
Jaipur hotels are equipped with cordial and trained staff to fulfill your requirements and provide good
service.

Gangtok is also a beautiful holiday spot tucked away in the Himalayas. The Gangtok hotels are of
many kinds to fit the individual tourist budgets. The Mayfair Gangtok Spa Resort prides itself on
being the first five star hotels in the city. There are fifty three beautiful and luxurious rooms for the
tourists. There is a multi cuisine restaurant which serves a great variety of sumptuous Indian and
European dishes. Buffets are organized for the guests. The Sikkim Continental Hotel would be a
nature loverâ€™s delight with the rivers flowing nearby, the lush green valley and the coniferous trees.
The vegetarian delicacies are of Chinese, Indian and continental origin.  The Sidion Residency
Hotel has twenty two guest rooms and is suitable for pleasure trips and business visits.
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